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How Uber, Lyft and other rideshare companies do 

business has raised questions about responsibility 

when their drivers cause car accidents. Uber and Lyft 

require drivers to sign acknowledgments that they 

are independent contractors. 


But after bad publicity over numerous accidents, 

both rideshare companies obtained commercial 

liability insurance coverage that is available to injured 

rideshare passengers and others after accidents 

caused by Uber and Lyft drivers.


If you’ve been hurt in an Uber or Lyft accident, here is 

what you need to know.


Uber and Lyft 
Accident Lawyers 
in Las Vegas

Uber and Lyft Auto Accident 
Coverage for Passengers and Others

Uber and Lyft maintain substantial coverage to be applied if a driver in a 

crash was transporting a passenger or traveling to pick up a passenger.


This insurance provides $1 million for bodily injury and property damage 

suffered by:

This coverage also applies if another driver causes an accident but does 

not have sufficient liability insurance or if an Uber or Lyft vehicle collides 

with a hit-and-run driver.

Uber or Lyft passengers


Other drivers and their passengers


Pedestrians


Cyclists


Contact a Las Vegas Uber and Lyft 
Accident Lawyer About Your Claim

An experienced and caring car accident attorney 

at Sam & Ash, LLP, in Las Vegas can review the 

circumstances of the rideshare accident you were 

in and discuss who may be financially 

accountable. We want What’s Right for you.


Contact Sam & Ash, LLP today. Nevada allows only 

two years from the accident’s date to file a lawsuit 

if necessary.

The structure of rideshare companies’ auto liability insurance is complex. It’s easy to 

misunderstand who is responsible or what payout you should expect after an accident 

involving a driver for Uber, Lyft, or a similar rideshare company. A rideshare accident 

claim may involve dealing with multiple insurance companies. 

Who Is Responsible for a 
Rideshare Accident?

In a car accident, compensation for injuries typically comes from the 

at-fault driver’s auto liability insurance. 


Uber and Lyft require their drivers to maintain at least the minimum 

personal auto liability insurance mandated by the state in which they 

drive. In Nevada, the minimum coverage is:


If an Uber or Lyft driver causes an accident that 

injures you, the company will direct you to the 

driver’s insurance for compensation if:

The driver’s Uber or Lyft app was turned 

off because they were not working 


The driver’s Uber or Lyft app was on, but 

they did not have a passenger


If an Uber or Lyft driver who was working causes 

an accident in which you are injured, the 

rideshare company’s 50/100/25 coverage may 

compensate you if:

The driver’s personal auto liability insurer 

denies your claim


The driver’s personal auto liability 

insurance pays but does not cover your 

losses


for bodily injury or 

death of one person 

in an accident


$25,000
for bodily injury or 

death of two or more 

persons in an accident


$50,000 
for damage to 

property of others in 

an accident


$20,000

Rideshare companies also maintain liability coverage worth:

in bodily injury 

per person


$50,000
in bodily injury 

per accident


$100,000 
in property damage 

per accident


$25,000


